Connect, Engage and Retain
Like Never Before

We licence our unique
innovative App technology to
businesses and individuals who
possess a desire to engage
their community on a much
deeper level, thus increasing
engagement, retention and
producing outstanding results.

"Over 35 industry leaders and
businesses have adopted our
technology in the last 12 months."

powered by

Enterprise World–Class

Mobile App Technology
We at Expert Apps have developed highly sophisticated App
technology driven by artificial intelligence and hi-tech user profiling.
Each App is driven by 52,000+ lines of code coupled with highly
complex algorithms.

Approved by:

Let’s take a look at an example of
this growth!
In App Quizzes
We chose to combine gamification with education, as such
developed quiz management within our Enterprise Apps,
allowing our Enterprise Licence Holders to better serve their
customers, clients and prospects by understanding exactly
where they are falling short, and helping them to retain the
education.
We have also developed a program that automatically manages
the App user’s accountability, enabling our Licence Holders
to be recognised in their industry for producing outstanding
results.
The possibilities are endless.
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Provoking thought…
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How many
opportunities are you
leaving on the table?
Imagine if you had an insight into the thought process of a
prospect that does not buy or engage in any of your programs,
or whilst selling from stage or at an event.
What percentage of your prospects are you loosing, how much
is this costing you?

Communication with prospects
With email open rates being at the very worst since
the beginning of email (average of 17.9%) push
notifications are becoming more prominent and
engaging. Expert Apps have seen push notification
open rates of 30% upwards.
Social Media Saturation
Social media is rapidly reaching over-saturation
making it challenging to connect, engage and retain
your ideal customer, clients and prospects. Your
Enterprise App will give you the tools you to retake
control, serve your audience, increase engagement
and retention.
EXPERTAPPS.ONLINE/ENTERPRISE

Overview

What is included in an
Enterprise Licence?
Licenced Enterprise Technology Including a Comprehensive Social Experience
Licenced Access to Applytics (The Deeper Level Dashboard Serving Top Level Data)
Bespoke App Identity and Brand
Submission to Google & Apple
Success Blueprints (Proven Strategies to Winning)
Multi-Social Integration
Automated & Manual Posting Systems
Event Listings & Group Chat
Automatic Podcast & YouTube Video Aggregation
User Behaviour Rules & User Profiling
Games & Quizzes
Upsell Funnels Leading to High-ticket Item Sales
£100,000 p/a Commitment To Development and Performance Enhancements

Price: £24,995 + VAT
Alternative: £12,500 + VAT and 11 x £1135.90 + VAT
Each licence includes a monthly fee starting from
£800 per month

Joining Expert Apps is not ‘cheap’. It’s an investment in yourself or your business.
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The fee really isn’t the most important figure here, the most important figure is the return
you’re likely to get on your investment. As long as the return outweighs the investment (and it
really should) then it’s a smart investment, right?

Over the next 12 months
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We will work
together as a TEAM.
Our goal is to get you more business clients, fans/followers, ultimately
more high-ticket sales – doing all of that in a way that fits with the
lifestyle that you really want…
If you feel you’ve got a powerful message
and heaps of knowledge...

•

•

If you want to become known (or maintain
your status) as THE Expert in your industry...

•

•

If you want to fast-track your way to
‘Owning the space’...

•

If you want to serve your audience in a way
that has never been possible before...
If you are aware of a large proportion of
people, that should be working with you
but have drifted elsewhere

We will work closely with
you and your team to
help understand your
App users, in a way
others only dream of.
EXPERTAPPS.ONLINE/ENTERPRISE

Your key

Expert Apps TEAM
Darren Galvin CEO
Darren has always been a computer geek since
a young age. His entrepreneurial flair led to him
opening his own computer repair shop, IT support
and Web Development companies .
When he branched into the world of App
Development he soon realised via his clients ROI
that he needed to make his own mark on the
industry.
Founding CEO of Expert Apps Darren, continues
to lead and innovate a world-class app software
company enabling businesses and brands to use
apps to grow and connect with their users, on a
deeper level than ever possible before.
Darren will support you in getting results that
others only dream of.

Danny Webster
Managing Director
Following 3 years of helping others get massive
results through technology, Danny, alongside
Darren, founded Expert Apps.
Danny is renowned for his ability to turn ideas into
reality, and create seamless products that use Al
and automation to achieve results.
Internally, Danny is known as the ‘Logic’ -The man
behind the scenes that keeps the cogs turning
and the garden watered.
He’s not the ‘chatty’ type, but he knows a thing or
two about tech!
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Finding your place
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Where do you FIT IN.
We have developed two very different products. Each solving different
problems for two completely different types of audiences. Below we
have outlined the differences between the two, enabling you to decide.
Which one suits you best?

Enterprise is brand specific. Let’s imagine that you are currently running an training
organization; You will licence ‘Your Company Name' or 'Your Name' - This app is embracing
your brand, you are the only influencer inside.
Each user will be presented with different content according to ‘funnel stage’ or where they
are currently working with your business. For example; Free Event Attendees, Mastermind
Client, Private Client. You will serve them with tools that assist them on their journey.
This product is perfect for businesses who are wanting to engage and grow their existing
community on a much deeper level than ever possible before.

Vertical is industry specific. Lets imagine your training company is in the field of Dance, You
may choose licence ‘The Dance App’ - This app embraces other experts and influencers,
effectively bringing the entire industry together. Each user will have the same experience and
have access to the wealth of content inside.
This product is perfect for individuals who are looking to make a stamp on their industry.
For more information about the Vertical Licence, email vertical@expertapps.online

What is your vertical?

EXPERTAPPS.ONLINE/ENTERPRISE
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Why not test drive the tech at www.expertapps.online/enterprise
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Email: admin@expertapps.online | Tel: 0203 189 1889

